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THANK YOU!

Thank you for buying your new GET ECU from Taco Moto Co.
We’ve worked hard to become the premier GET dealer in the US and the reason is stunningly simple: 
service. We get it right or we make it right. Old school like it used to be. Better maps, better 
performance, better service.

INSTALLATION AND SET UP VIDEO
Step one to getting your bike ripping is watching the 12 min installation 
video on the Taco Moto Co.YouTube channel called “Athena GET Ultimate 
Tutorial Revised 2020”

MAPS
Unless we’ve speci�cally created a custom tune package for your map, map #1 in your ECU is a wide 
open ludicrous mode race map, no traction control, no restrictions. It’s all the safe power available 
from a ‘stock internals’ bike running 91 octane pump gas. This map presumes you’ve got a free 
�owing exhaust, like an aftermarket slip-on, or an open end cap, like a Pro Moto Billet. The fan set 
points on this map are the same as stock.

Map #2 is our special o� road tune with a less aggressive ignition pro�le, allowing for greater fuel 
and conditions �exibility (down to 87 octane) such as hard riding, engine lugging, sand, and tough 
single track with lots of slow creeping clutch work. The fan comes on 7 deg earlier, the tip over 
sensor has 8 more seconds on the timer, and traction control has been programmed to level 10. If 
you install a traction control knob the preset value is ignored and the knob value is now followed by 
map 1 or 2.

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Emissions Disclaimer: The purchase and use of this product acknowledges that you understand this modi�cation is for 
closed course competition / race use only.
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2ND INJECTOR
Some ECU’s may have a pigtail labeled “2ND INJECTOR”. This is used in race engine applications.

Congratulations on installing what will probably be the single most impressive upgrade you’ll ever 
install on your bike.

You’re a superstar and it’s our honor to serve you and help you get the most out of your machine. We 
hope that if you ever have a chance you’ll put in a good word about your experience with us on 
Thumper Talk, KTM Talk, a snow bike forum, a Facebook group, or a ride area water cooler. And if 
something is not to your satisfaction let us know and we’ll �gure out a way to make it right.

Thanks again for choosing Taco Moto Co. to set up your machine! 

Your brother in braaaaaaap,

Taco Mike 702-812-6626
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